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Kennel Bedding *

Purina Dogchow and Meal |
1 Wild Bird SeedI Sunflower Seed, Thistle Seed — E Suet Cake — Bird Feeder
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The Marvelous Middle” MATTRESS...
©COVERING—Only tho finest fabric available is used. Expensive Burlington damask fabric gives the Or

thotonic an elegant look and feel.

©CUSHIONING MATERIALS—Thick layers of specially designed urethane foam are added to thick 
layers of cushioning materials for tho finest in sleep comfort

©INNER-SPRING CONSTRUCTION—Tempered multi-coil innerspring unit designed to provide total 
body support by the unique action of hour-glass shaped coils
DOUBLE INSULATION—The strongest fiber pads plus especially designed wire insulators insure coil 
feel and prevent cushioning materials from pocketing and sinking Into the
SUPER-EDGE'—Extra-heavy gauge border wire is used to provide a strong 
crease the overall sleeping area, and to add years of life to the mattress
CENTER SUPPORT—More materials are placed in the center one-third of 
tress—that vital area where two-thirds 0! the body weight is concentrated

springs.
seating surface, to in-

every Orthotonic mat-

MARVELOUS MIDDLE' ASSEMBLY—The cushioning and upholstery materials are sewn together 
creating the posture lines which are secured to the spring unit. This exclusive Marvelous Middle con
struction process creates extra support in the center one-third of the mattress.
The Marvelous Middle construction is protected under US patent 3110043

The modUbar® FOUNDATION...
©MODULES-Scientifically engineered, these high grade tempered steel modules act independently 

to provide the ultimate in firm support and reduce potential sag
GRID—Tho modules are supported by a specially designed welded steel grid. The grid, which acts in 
combination with tho module, distributes body weight evenly over the entire surface of tho unit.
CENTER MODULES—Tho intensive concentration of modules in the center 1/3 of the foundation 
provides more center support and extends the Marvelous Middle concept through the entire sloop 
system.
STEEL CHANNELS—Tho OrthoTonic Marvelous Middle is also extended through tho foundation by 
encasing tho center wood slats in exclusively tailored steel channels. The encasement of tho confer 
slats in steel serves to further strengthen tho wooden slats and provides added support in the center 
1/3 of the total sleep system.

©CORNER SPRING ELEMENTS—Precisely contoured to enhance tho overall beauty of tho finished 
product and to help prevent corner breakdown.
The modUbar construction Is protected under U.S patent 4 068.329.
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ea pc
QUEEN SIZE

2 pc. set
KING SIZE

3 pc. set

*489” *399 While supply lasts 
this Restonic* sleep

*649** *499** is a real Inflation

Andrews Furniture Co.
TRYON, N. C.


